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ABSTRACT Mining the shared features of same identity in different scene, and the unique features of
different identity in same scene, are most significant challenges in the field of person re-identification
(ReID). Online Instance Matching (OIM) loss function and Triplet loss function are main methods for
person ReID. Unfortunately, both of them have drawbacks. OIM loss treats all samples equally and puts
no emphasis on hard samples. Triplet loss processes batch construction in a complicated and fussy way
and converges slowly. For these problems, we propose a Triplet Online Instance Matching (TOIM) loss
function, which lays emphasis on the hard samples and improves the accuracy of person ReID effectively.
It combines the advantages of OIM loss and Triplet loss and simplifies the process of batch construction,
which leads to a more rapid convergence. It can be trained on-line when handle the joint detection and
identification task. To validate our loss function, we collect and annotate a large-scale benchmark dataset
(UESTC-PR) based on images taken from surveillance cameras, which contains 499 identities and 60,437
images. We evaluated our proposed loss function on Duke, Marker-1501 and UESTC-PR using ResNet-50,
and the result shows that our proposed loss function outperforms the baseline methods by a maximum of
21.7%, including Softmax loss, OIM loss and Triplet loss.
INDEX TERMS Person re-identification (ReID), Triplet online instance matching (TOIM), Triplet loss
I. INTRODUCTION
PERSON re-identification (ReID) is mainly used for dis-tinguishing identity of a pedestrian on different cameras.
It focuses more on the whole image of pedestrians than
face recognition. It is widely used in public security, in-
cluding intelligent security, intelligent video surveillance and
criminal investigation. However, it is quite difficult to dis-
tinguish identities as lighting, occlusion, camera viewpoints
and background clutter vary greatly with different cameras
and conditions, especially the examples with same identity
but extremely different features or the ones with different
identities but extremely similar features. These examples are
named as "Hard samples" (see Fig. 1) and has arouse a new
research problem about the method to tackle them effectively.
The general concept of person re-identification can be
divide into three modules: person detection, person tracking
and person retrieval [1]. For one thing, the poor performance
of the person detection and person tracking algorithm may
impose a negative effect on person retrieval, thus leading to a
low accuracy. For another thing, most of the existing bench-
marks only contains manually cropped pedestrian images. As
anchor
positive
negative
d(a,n)
d(a,p)
FIGURE 1. A set of "Hard example" : anchor and positive are the same ID,
and the distance between the features is denoted by d (a, p); anchor and
negative are different ids, and the distance between features is denoted by
d (a, n). But d (a, p) d (a, n).
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(a) Feature distribution using TOIM (b) Feature distribution using Softmax (c) Feature distribution using OIM
FIGURE 2. (a), (b), (c) Feature distribution in two dimensions. Different colors represent different identities.
a result, many scholars are devoted to the study of person
retrieval module itself, which can eliminate the interference
of previous two modules and focus on polishing algorithms.
In this paper, if not specified, person re-identification (ReID)
refers to the person retrieval.
The process of person ReID generally involves three im-
portant parts: feature extraction, feature aggregation and loss
function. Existing person ReID methods are mainly based
on Softmax loss function, Online Instance Matching (OIM)
loss function, Triplet loss function, etc. [2]. Hermants et al.
[3] proposed Triplet loss function, which could conduct hard
sample mining in each epoch. It proves that Triplet loss
is superior to other loss function in terms of ReID. Xiao
et al. [4] proposed Online Instance Matching (OIM) loss
and proved its superiority to Softmax loss. By saving and
updating the features of each identity during the training
process, it can be trained on-line when handling the joint
detection and identification task. However, there exist some
certain limitations in both Triplet loss and OIM loss. As
for the Triplet loss, firstly, its process of constructing batch
is relatively cumbersome, as each batch must contain P
identities, and for each identity it must contain K samples;
Secondly, it usually takes a longer time to converge; Thirdly,
it cannot handle the joint detection and identification task
when trained on-line. The limitation of OIM is that all person
samples are treated equally, and it puts no emphasis on hard
samples.
To solve the problems above, we propose a new loss
function called Triplet Online Instance Matching (TOIM),
which combines the advantages of Triplet loss and OIM loss.
In this paper, pedestrian samples are first sent into the feature
extraction network. Then, the extracted features are stored
in Pooled Table for further use. Finally, TOIM loss function
is used to train the network. TOIM loss can optimize the
embedding space such that data points with the same identity
are closer to each other than those with different identities,
and the distribution of most samples in the embedding space
is further away from zero point.
To verify the robustness of the TOIM loss function, a new
dataset UESTC-PR is made based on the real surveillance
images (CAM overlooking the target). In order to evaluate the
performance of TOIM compared with other loss functions,
we adopt ResNet-50 [5] as the basic network to extract pedes-
trian features. Four loss functions are used to train the net-
work respectively, namely OIM, Softmax, Triplet and TOIM.
The experiment shows that TOIM loss function can signif-
icantly improve the accuracy of pedestrian re-identification,
and it shows a noticeably better performance than other loss
functions. To visualize the effect of TOIM, we randomly
selected several samples and then reduced their features to
two dimensions using Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
The two-dimensional distributions of features obtained by
TOIM, Softmax and OIM loss are shown in Fig. 2.
The major contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• We propose a new loss function (TOIM) to learn identi-
fication features more effectively. We validate the effec-
tiveness of our loss function comparing with other loss
function;
• We collect and annotate a large-scale benchmark dataset
for person re-identification, and demonstrate that TOIM
loss is very robust to the noise in a real surveillance
video or image.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Two related
work, OIM loss and Triplet loss, are introduced in Section
II. In Section III, we propose our method, TOIM loss, and
describe it in details. The datasets invoked in this paper are
presented in Section IV. We implement experiments to prove
the advantages of our proposed method in Section V. And a
conclusion is drawn in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
A. OIM FOR PERSON RE-IDENTIFICATION
OIM loss function, which is widely used in joint detection
and identification task, was proposed together with an end-
to end ReID model based on Faster-CNN by Xiao [4].
According to different type of proposals, training samples
are divided into different groups: labeled identities, unlabeled
identities and background clutter. The labeled identities are
stored in LookUp Table (LUT) and continuously updated by
the specific renewal strategy, while unlabeled identities are
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stored in Circular Queue (CQ) and updated by queue. Based
on these two structures, OIM loss is defined.
OIM loss is similar to cross-entropy loss. However, there
are generally more than 5,000 identities in ReID task and
Softmax can only deal with around 10 identities in each itera-
tion, it is prone to suffer from large variance of gradients and
fail to learn effectively. In addition, the unlabeled identities
cannot be exploited with Softmax due to the deficiency of
corresponding class-ids. For the problems above, Xiao et al.
[4] made a leap forward by modifying Softmax loss into non-
parametric. The proposed LUT and circular queue serve as
buffers from the outside rather than inner parameters, thus
enabling the gradients to act on features directly. Several
comparison experiments have shown its superiority over
Softmax.
B. TRIPLET LOSS FOR PERSON RE-IDENTIFICATION
Triplet loss was originally proposed in [6], which was ini-
tially aimed at face recognition and clustering by exploited
triplet samples for training network to make similar faces
cluster together. Triplet loss is widely used in ReID for
its specific function of enabling data points with the same
identity to become closer than those with different identities.
Hermans et al. [3] presented a variant of the Triplet loss,
which outperforms most other state-of-art methods by a large
margin. Wang et al. [7] proposed a new learning framework
that combined Single-Image Representation (SIR) and Cross-
Image Representation (CIR). However, it performed no func-
tion of hard sample mining and pays equal attentions to all
the triplets. Cheng et al. [3] proposed a convolutional neural
network that could jointly learn the features of global full-
body and local body-parts. Li et al. [8] proposed a spa-
tiotemporal feature extraction method, which inserted Non-
local blocks into the 3D residual network, the loss function
of which consists of a cross-entropy loss and a Triplet loss.
[9] Proposed that model can learn part representation with
spatial information from vertical and horizontal orientations.
And the triplet loss and OIM loss are employer to learn a
similarity measurement and global features at the same time.
III. METHOD
A. MODEL STRUCTURE
In this paper, we adopt ResNet-50 as basic network which
consists of one 7 × 7 convolution layer (Conv_1) and four
modules, namely res2, res3, res4 and res5. Each module
contains 3, 4, 6 and 3 residual blocks. At the end of the last
module, an average pooling is performed and then a fully
connected layer is attached. The exact network configuration
is shown in Table 1. The input image has a dimension of
N × 3 × 256 × 128, where N is batchsize, 3 is the number
of channels, 256×128 is the size of image. The output result
is N × 512, where 512 represents number of features in each
image and all these 512 features are stored respectively in
Pooled Table.
TABLE 1. Our ResNet-50 model for ReID. The size of the input image is
256× 128.
layer output size
conv1 7× 7, 64, stride 2, 2 ×1 128× 64
pool1 3× 3 avg, stride 2, 2 ×1 64× 32
1× 1, 64
res2 3× 3, 64 ×3 64× 32
1× 1, 256
1× 1, 128
res3 3× 3, 128 ×4 64× 32
1× 1, 512
1× 1, 256
res4 3× 3, 256 ×6 64× 32
1× 1, 1024
1× 1, 512
res5 3× 3, 512 ×3 64× 32
1× 1, 2048
global average pool, fc ×1 1× 1× 1
B. TRIPLET ONLINE INSTANCE MATCHING LOSS
(TOIM)
The aim of ReID is to distinguish pedestrians of different
identities. One should clustering the features according to
their identities by minimizing the distances between same
identity and increasing the distances between different iden-
tities. Though OIM loss can achieve this purpose to a certain
extent, all samples are treated equally and no emphasis is
laid on samples that are extremely difficult to handle, for
OIM loss is proposed on the basis of a cross-entropy loss
function. Though Triplet loss has specific training process
targeting at the hard samples, it will not continue to increase
once the margin reaches the critical value. As a Hinge loss
function, Triplet is not in line with the purpose of narrowing
the intra-class distance and increasing the inter-class distance
in ReIDâA˘Z´s task. Therefore, by combining the idea of cross
entropy loss and advantages of Triplet loss, we propose the
TOIM loss function. It not only enables the target to be
continuously optimized, but also distinguish the hard samples
with a high accuracy.
To enable TOIM to select specific samples for training,
we first adopt Pooled Table (PT) to store the features of
pedestrians with different identities and CAMs. The features
of one identity is represented as f ∈ RD, where D is the
feature dimension. Each identity will generate a Pooled Table
V ∈ RD×C , where C is the number of cameras used in the
collection of dataset. If the training set contains M identities,
then M Pooled Tables will be generated (see Fig. 3). Then,
according to the distance between samples, hard samples are
selected and combined into triplets ([a, p, n]) for training.
Here, a stands for anchor; p stands for positive, which has the
same identity with the anchor; n stands for negative, which
has a different identity from the anchor. In the process of
selecting negative samples, we set the Update Table (UT)
to ensure that the loss function can always train on the
latest samples. It is a form of queue with the length of U
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ID CAM Features
k 1 Vk_1
T
k 2 Vk_2
T
k 3 Vk_3
T
ID=k
C=1 C=2 C=3 ...
Pooled Table
ID CAM Features
m 1 Vm_1
T
m 2 Vm_2
T
m 3 Vm_3
T
m ... ...
ID=m
C=1 C=2 C=3 ... [a, p, n]
k ... ...
Update Table
ID CAM
v vc
k kc
... ...
Pooled Table
FIGURE 3. TOIM Loss. Left: the Pooled Table for storing the feature of different ID and different CAM. Right: selecting features from Update Table to calculate loss.
dimensions that can store the ID and CAM of the updated
samples in the last batch (see Fig. 3). The training process is
described in detail below:
During the forward propagation, we randomly select N
anchors of different identities. Correspondingly, positive and
negative samples are selected for each anchor. For example,
for anchor f ia with class-id i, we select the sample with the
same identity and the largest distance as its positive sample,
denoted as p (f ip). The sample with different ID and the
smallest distance from the Update Table, denoted as n (f jn).
Then we defined the TOIM loss function as follows:
LTOIM =
N∑
i=1
(
−log
j 6=i
(
ed(f
i
a,f
j
n)
ed(f
i
a,f
j
n) + ed(f
i
a,f
i
p)
)
)
(1)
where d() is the Euclidean distance between two samples.
During backward propagation, if the target class-id is p∗
and cam-id is c∗, we will update the Pooled Table of the p∗
id and the c∗ cam by vp∗−c∗ = γvp∗−c∗ + (1 − γ)f , where
γ ∈ [0, 1].
According to the equation above, we use the selection
strategy which we designed to skillfully select three specific
samples [a, p, n]. Then we calculate the distance d(a,n)
between a and n, the distance d(a, p) between a and p. The
idea of cross-entropy loss function to continuously maximize
d(a,n) and minimize d(a, p) is adopted during the training
process. Our TOIM loss effectively distinguishes hard ex-
amples, driving the underlying feature to distribute densely
within the same identity, while pushing it away from the
different identities.
In addition, by saving and updating the features of each
identity during training process, TOIM loss function can
be trained on-line when handling the joint detection and
identification task. During the batch construction of Triplet
loss function, each batch must contain P identities and K sam-
ples for each identity. However, only N anchors of different
identities should be selected randomly in batch construction
of TOIM loss function. Then the proposed algorithm selects
the corresponding positive and negative sample for each
anchor automatically. Thus make the process convenient and
unrestricted. For the joint detection and identification task,
the input of model can only be the single frame which
contains different identities. TOIM loss can easily construct
batch while Triplet loss fails in the case above.
IV. DATASET
In order to verify the effectiveness of our method, we train
our model on two types of datasets: the public dataset DUKE
[10] and Market-1501 [11], and the UESTC-PR dataset col-
lected by us. In this section, we describe both datasets in
detail, and give a brief introduction of ReID’s evaluation
protocols.
A. DUKE AND MARKET-1501 DATASET
The Duke dataset is collected by 8 different cameras. The
whole dataset contains 36,411 images, including 16,522 for
train and 19,889 for test. There are 1,404 persons who show
up under more than 2 cameras and we randomly sampled 702
as training set, 702 as test set. The Market1501 dataset is
collected by 6 different cameras. The whole dataset contains
32,668 images, including 12,936 for train and 19,732 for test.
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FIGURE 4. Dataset production method and sample examples. Left: the
acquisition process of the UESTC-PR dataset. Right: images of the same
person under 5 different cameras.
FIGURE 5. The height distributions of Our and Duke datasets.
There are 1,501 IDs and we randomly selected 751 as training
set, 750 as test set.
B. UESTC-PR DATASET
Dataset is a very important part in the field of person re-
recognition. However, most of the existing datasets only
contain head-up targets, which is different from the real-
world scenarios. In order to simulate of the actual application
scenario and minimize the production cost of the dataset, we
proposed a new dataset collection method and collected the
TABLE 2. Statistics of the dataset of experiments.
Dataset Market-1501 Duke UESTC-PR
Pedestrians 38639 32668 60437
Identities 1812 1501 499
Training ID 702 751 251
Query ID 702 750 247
Gallery ID 1110 750 248
Size big big small
Shooting Angle Smooth Inspect Smooth Inspect Overlook
Motion State Walking Walking Walking+Cycling
Detection + Identification No No Yes
UESTC-PR dataset in this way.
The dataset in this paper was collected in the small square
of innovation center in University of Electronic Science and
Technology of China (UESTC). Five cameras were adopted
and distributed in all directions of the central square. The
detailed specific planning is shown in Fig. 4. When a pedes-
trian passes by, different cameras take pictures of different
poses and backgrounds of the same identity. Thus it can meet
the requirement of person re-recognition for diversified pose
of the sample in the dataset. At the same time, due to the
large square and the high position of the camera, the acquired
pedestrians are small, which is in line with the actual scene.
In order to control the impact of light on the accuracy of
person recognition, video collection was conducted in three
periods of time in a day, namely 8:30-9:30 am, 11:00-12:00
am and 17:00-18:00 pm respectively. For each camera, the
recording lasts for 67 minutes and one frame in a second.
The dataset covers diverse backgrounds, illumination condi-
tions, attitudes, angles, brightness, etc.. It can meet ReID’s
requirements for the dataset. Fig. 4 shows the images of the
same identity under five different CAMs. We summarize the
features in UESTC-PR different from other datasets into the
following aspects:
• The size of the images is small. As shown in Fig. 5, the
histogram of image height distribution indicates that the
person is relatively small and fuzzy, which makes ReID
difficult.
• The cameras are set to overlook the person. The cameras
were placed at the top of the street lamp and have
overlooked views. It makes simulate practical.
• The datasets include a variety of moving gestures, such
as walking and cycling. For example, in the process of
cycling, the target is blocked by the bike. However, the
difficulty of ReID increases as part of the features are
lost.
• The datasets could be used for training the joint de-
tection and identification task. The pedestrian picture
is cropped from the original surveillance video, which
can be used for the detection task, as well as the joint
detection and ReID task.
At the same time, the samples in the dataset still have
diversity in many aspects, such as resolution and tone. One
of the five cameras has a resolution of 960*480, while the
other four have a resolution of 1920*1080. Among the five
cameras, one camera has a bluish tone, while the other four
cameras have a normal tone, as shown in Fig. 4. A clearer
statistic is shown in Table 2.
C. EVALUATION PROTOCOLS
The evaluation indicators that we adopted belong to cu-
mulative matching characteristics(CMC) and mean averaged
precision(mAP). For CMC, different datasets have different
calculation methods, while for the mAP, the calculation
method of all datasets is same.
In this paper, we adopt 3 different evaluation indicators
(i.e. the general mAP and 2 variants of the CMC on the
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TABLE 3. Comparisons between our loss function and others.
loss Duke Market-1501 UESTC-PR
mAP CMC CUHK03 CMC Market-1501 mAP CMC CUHK03 CMC Market-1501 mAP CMC CUHK03 CMC Market-1501
Softmax 40.7 44.3 62.5 62.2 68.9 79.5 49.3 59.5 72.0
OIM 47.4 50.4 68.1 60.3 68.1 77.1 53.7 63.9 71.1
Triplet 54.6 57.5 73.1 67.9 70.5 81.1 54.1 65.8 70.2
TOIM 62.4 64.2 78.4 69.2 74.3 83.3 62.3 71.7 77.7
CUHK03 dataset and the Market-1501 data set) to evaluate
our model on three datasets. The detailed information about
the two variants are as follows:
CUHK03: Query and gallery sets are from different camera
views. For each query, they randomly sample one instance
for each gallery identity, and compute a CMC curve in the
single-gallery-shot setting. The random sampling is repeated
for N times and the expected CMC curve is reported.
Market-1501: Query and gallery sets could have same
camera views, but for each individual query identity, his/her
gallery samples from the same camera are excluded. They
do not randomly sample only one instance for each gallery
identity. This means the query will always match the "easiest"
positive sample in the gallery, while does not care other
harder positive samples when computing.
V. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach and study
the impact of various factors on person ReID, we conduct
several groups of experiments on the Duke, Market-1501 and
UESTC-PR dataset. Subsection V-A gives an introduction
of basic experiment setting. Subsection V-B compares the
effects of four different loss function (i.e. Softmax, OIM,
Triplet and TOIM) on ReID. Subsection V-C conducts fur-
ther researches on the strategies of selecting the feature’s
dimension, update rate and negative samples. Subsection V-D
compares UESTC-PR dataset with other datasets in training
performance. Subsection V-E compares our approaches with
existing ones.
A. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
In this paper, we build the basic network by Pytorch, and use
the ResNet-50 network to extract pedestrians’ feature which
is set 512 dimensions. The update rate γ is 0.4 and Batchsize
is 15. The length of Pooled Table is dependent on the number
of IDs in training examples. For the initialization of Pooled
Table, we first use Softmax loss to train on Duke dataset and
then take the output of trained model to initialize Pooled
Table. If some IDs are not witnessed by all the cams, the
corresponding places in Pooled Table is set zero. The length
of Update Table is 20. We choose the AdaDelta optimizer
with an initial learning rate of 0.001. The training process
contains 13 epochs.
B. EFFECTIVENESS OF TOIM LOSS
In this subsection, we mainly demonstrate the effectiveness
of TOIM loss through experiments, including the comparison
between TOIM loss and other loss functions, the explanation
of faster convergence rate of TOIM, and the improvement of
accuracy after adding some tricks to TOIM.
1) Comparison with Other Loss Functions
Based on the settings mentioned in V-A, we evaluate the
performance of 4 loss functions on the Duke, Market-1501
and UESTC-PR dataset. The result is shown in Table 3.
It’s shown that TOIM gives a better performance than
Softmax, OIM and Triplet loss. TOIM selects positive and
negative samples by a specific strategy rather than treat all the
examples equally. Therefore, when choosing a zero vector as
negative sample, the training result will give a better perfor-
mance of clustering by pushing all the samples away from
zero points. In addition, TOIM can optimize the network
without restrictions on margin due to the characteristic of
OIM loss. Meanwhile, it also possesses the advantages of
Triplet loss, which allows it to focus on hard samples. TOIM
loss generally outperforms the other three functions.
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2) Convergence Rate
In this part, we would like to prove that TOIM loss converges
faster than Triple loss. We choose the modified baseline in
[12] and compare the convergence rates of TOIM and Triple
loss on Market-1501 and Duke datasets, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 6, the values of the ordinate are normalized,
and the values of the abscissa are logarithmic. Experiment
shows that the convergence rate of TOIM is faster than that
of Triple loss.
As mentioned in Section III-B, in the batch construction of
TOIM loss, the corresponding positive and negative sample
for each anchor will be select from all person samples once
the anchors are selected. However, in the batch construction
of Triplet loss, we must select positive and negative samples
from the current batch. Thus the batch construction deter-
mines that the TOIM loss converges faster than Triplet loss.
3) More Tricks
In this part, we choose the modified baseline in [12] which
contains six training tricks. The original loss function is
formulated as:
L = LID + LTriplet + βLC (2)
To verity the effectiveness of TOIM loss function, we
replace the Triplet loss function with the TOIM loss function,
and other experiment settings remain unchanged. The new
loss function is formulated as:
LT = LID + LTOIM + βLC (3)
During the training, we initialize the Pooled Table with the
output of trained model in [12]. After 120 training epochs,
the experimental results are shown in Table 4. It can be
seen that replacing the Triplet loss function with TOIM loss
function can improve mAP and rank-1 accuracy on three
datasets. Without re-ranking method, mAP and rank-1 can
be increased by up to 1.2% and 1.5% on Duke dataset,
respectively.
TABLE 4. Comparisons between our loss function and others on modified
baseline [12]. RK stands for k-reciprocal re-ranking method [13].
loss Duke Market-1501 UESTC-PR
mAP r = 1 mAP r = 1 mAP r = 1
L 76.4 86.4 85.9 94.5 67.3 79.1
LT 77.6 87.9 87.0 94.4 69.3 81.5
L(RK) 89.1 90.3 94.2 95.4 79.5 84.8
LT (RK) 89.2 90.6 94.5 95.5 84.0 87.2
C. KEY FACTORS IN TOIM LOSS
During the experiment, we found that the dimension of
features, update rate γ and the selecting of negative samples
have a determinant impact on the performance of our model.
In this subsection, we give a detailed illustration by experi-
ments.
1) Update Rate
The update rate γ has a direct effect on the speed of updating.
In this experiment, we fix the dimension to be 512 and test all
the possible values of γ on the Duke dataset (see Fig. 7 (a)).
It turns out that with the increase of γ, mAP experiences a
rise before decline, reaching it peak when γ is 0.4.
2) Pedestrian Feature Dimensions
The dimension of feature vectors is another key factors in
result accuracy. In this experiment, γ is 0.4 and we test the
dimension as 128, 256, 512, 1024 and 2048 on the Duke,
Market-1501 and UESTC-PR dataset (see Fig. 7 (b)). The
detailed result is shown in Table 5. It turns out that the
accuracy reach its highest when the dimension is 1024, as
a small dimension leads to a lack of information and a large
dimension leads to a surplus of information.
3) Selection Strategy of Negative Samples
When choosing the negative samples, there are two different
strategies: (1) choose samples with different identity and the
smallest distance from Update Table; (2) choose samples
with different identity and the smallest distance from Pooled
Table. In this experiment, we set γ as 0.4, feature dimension
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TABLE 5. Relationship between accuracy and feature dimensions of pedestrian.
Dimension Duke Market-1501 UESTC-PR
mAP CMC CUHK03 CMC Market-1501 mAP CMC CUHK03 CMC Market-1501 mAP CMC CUHK03 CMC Market-1501
128 62.7 64.2 78.8 68.1 73.4 81.7 59.3 68.4 75.4
256 63.1 64.3 79.7 69.8 75.0 83.5 60.6 68.1 73.9
512 62.4 64.2 78.4 69.2 74.3 83.3 61.9 69.4 73.0
1024 63.9 65.4 79.8 70.3 75.2 84.6 62.3 71.7 77.7
2048 63.5 65.1 79.9 69.3 74.7 83.7 61.0 70.3 78.7
as 512, and compare the above 2 strategies in terms of its
effects on the speed of loss function convergence. The result
is shown in Fig. 7 (c). It turns out that the former one can
leads to a faster convergence.
D. EFFECTIVENESS OF UESTC-PR DATASET
We conducted two experiments to verify the advantages of
UESTC-PR dataset. We first use UESTC-PR dataset and
Duke dataset to train the ResNet-50 respectively, and then
use market-1501 dataset to test the network. Second, we
use UESTC-PR dataset and Market-1501 dataset to train the
network respectively, and then use Duke dataset to test the
network. The experimental results are shown in the Fig. 8.
Test Set: Market Test Set: Duke
26.4
17.6
mAP CMC Market
49.6
39.7
mAP CMC Market
UESTC-PR      Duke      Market   
19.3
18.8
35.0
33.5
FIGURE 8. MAP and CMC Market of ResNet-50 on test set of Market and
Duke. The colors pink, green and blue denote the training set is UESTC-PR,
Duke and Market-1501, respectively.
It is obviously that ResNet-50 trained on UESTC-PR
dataset works better than that trained on Market-1501 dataset
and Duke dataset by more than 8.8% mAP and 0.5% mAP,
respectively. It indicates that UESTC-PR dataset is more
suitable for training network than Market-1501 and Duke,
and the network is more robust.
E. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
In this subsection, we set γ as 0.4, dimension of feature
vector as 1024, and compare our model with the previously
proposed ones on Duke dataset. The result is shown in Table
6.
It can be seen from the table that the accuracy of our
proposed method only exceed a part of existing ones and
still falls behind the latest methods. It is mainly on that we
only improve loss function rather than the whole structure.
However, our loss function outperforms others, which proves
the effectiveness of TOIM. As shown in the last row of the
TABLE 6. Comparison with the state-of-the-art on Duke dataset.
Method mAP CMC CUHK03 CMC Market-1501
OIM [4] - 50.4 68.1
MLFN [14] 62.8 - 81.0
PT [15] 56.9 - 78.5
Multi-pseudo [16] 58.6 - 76.8
PN-GAN [17] 53.2 - 73.6
Triplet [2] 53.9 - 73.6
Ours 63.9 65.4 79.8
SPReID [18] 71.0 - 84.4
Omni-directional [9] 74.6 - 86.7
Pyramid [19] 79.0 - 89.0
BT+SB [12] 89.1 - 90.3
Ours(LT (RK)) 89.2 - 90.6
table, the accuracy of our methods which use TOIM and add
some tricks in modified baseline outperforms the state-of-
the-arts methods.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new loss function for person
ReID. It not only simplifies the construction of batch and
lead to a faster convergence, but also conduct hard sample
mining and improve the accuracy in ReID. As shown in
experiments, it is superior to Softmax, OIM and Triplet loss.
In addition we collect and annotate a large-scale benchmark
dataset (UESTC-PR). Experiments show that UESTC-PR is
more suitable for training person ReID model than Duke and
Market-1501. As TOIM is applicable for on-line training,
we plan to apply it to the training the end-to-end model for
detection and re-identification. Also we would like to expand
the number of pedestrians in UESTC-PR dataset to provide a
larger benchmark for scholars.
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